;:-_,

It is all very well, in philosophical moments, to muse over Mother
Earth; but-comes the protest-in practice, when we really come
down to earth, we hu_rTl;}n~ have got to manage the planet, especially
from here onward. William C~ Clark;-~it~~,in a Sdentific-American
issue devoted to "Managing Planet Earth," "We have entered an era
characterized by syndromesoi!?lob~l_~h<lf1g~tbat_sr@}r.Qip. th_~_ii!-ter
depend.eru:e_~tween human development and the environment. As we
attempt to m~~e rrom merelfcausmg these syndrome~- to managing
them consciously, two central questions must be addressed: ~
kind ef plaftet aG we want? What kind of ..e.!illle.t can -we get?"
(1989:47-48). Those questions do not preclude nonanthropocentric
answers, but, coupled with the "management" intent, they strongly
suggesuh.aLhJ1JI!'!!!§_~_C:: being asked what they want out of the plane~, and the planetary ma~figille out howf6get-it--for--them.
That puts humans-"a-ttli.e cenfer--of"coiicern-s,"consciously manipulatio$ the planet's future-. The root of manage is the Lii:in "manus,"
hand. tJ~a~s.. wirr:R~~ce. Now this does b~into sound
like_~~~ nature, the rep acement ~I::~~!~ eo~~ -~~ur_e__:y~th a
new epoch of deliberate control, ~izin!_the Earth.
----:-------
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This urge .to manage may be coupled with doubts about Mother
Once we had visions of a Mother Nature
was "sensitive,
efficient, purposeful, and powerful," but now, thanks to science, we
know the cold truth: "Moib~rf\Jature cann~otJ<:.e_t:.P.Jhe.environment in
tune because she does not exist." So claims Frederick E. Smith, a Har~
vard professor of ecology. Though this is spaceship Earth, "in the final
analysis ~~" ( 1970). No wonder, then, that
human-in.r?oduced changes, when they reach levels of global significance, unsteady the Earthship all the more. The-un.l:;r_a_o;?Wet_iUo take .
contml. Homo sapiens is the proiessional manager of an othe~wi~e
drifting, valueless world.
We live in a new age, continues another Harvard professor,
Emmanuel G. Mesthene, director of the Program on Technology and
Society. Because of our power and our conscious management, "our
age is different from all previous ages. We are therefore the,Ji~s~_'!_g_£_
that can aspire to be free of the tyranny ~f physical nature that has
pJ~gued man since his beginnings." "Nature is coming fncreasi~gly
und~;r control as a result orresi:ored human confid~~; andp_ower"
(J 966:482, 491-492).
While the UNCED Earth Summit was meeting in Rio de Janeiro,
218 scientists, including 2Z_Nobcl laureates, issued
to the
118 heads of state gathered there-to "be\vare
"
We want to make our full contribution to the preservation of our
common heritage, the Earth. We are however worried, at the dawn
of the twenty-first century, at the
an irrational ideolwhich is opposed to scientific and
impedes economic and social development. We r.:,~·.:.~A·~t;;;;
ural State, sometimes idealized by movements
loQk_ t()\Vardthe_~<l_s:t;:_i:[6es_11QL~JCi~_and_tlli:tp_r<:>_~<lbly ne~isted
first appearance in thebiosp_here, insof;;t_r_QLh1!!11anity
has always pr;gressecrl)yinc~easingly harnessing Nature to its
11eeds and n~t the reverse. We fully subscribe to thea
scientific ecology for a universe-whose resour~e~ must
taken
st~ck of, monitored and preserved. But we herewith .Jt:mand that
thi; stock-taki~g, monitoring and preservation be founded on ...
Science, Technology and Industry whose instruments, when adequately managed, are indispensable tools of a future ___s~a.p~d by
Humanity, by itself and for itself, overcoming major problems like

It,·~
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overP-QQ!:IIation, starvati_()n and worldwide disease. ("Beware of
False Gods in Rio," Wall Street Journal, Junel, 1991, p. A12)
There is an almost religious fervor here, indicated by the warning
against false gods, against irrational romanticism, and by capitalizing
Science, Technology and Industry. ButJhs:_tr~uble is that we can_a~:?
idolize the latter
and
by itself andiorlfseTfmay be only
ai16ther
now of the human place in the
world.
Now we have turned almost 180° from the view we had before,
even though both views pretend to come out of science. "Managing
the planet by and for ourselves" commits the opposite error to "the
Gaia hypothesis." The one view is managerial: the earth is inert like
the clay on a potter's wheel, worked by the potter's hands. Science is
said to teach us that. The other view is mythical: there is something
spooky about the planet, best caught by echoes of an ancient goddess,
and this can be demythologized and verified by hard atmospheric and
biological science. The planetary manager is still a Cartesian at heart,
with a dualist worldview: the objective planet out there, matter in
motion, contrasted with the self-conscious, human subject, the "I"
collected now into a "we'' who manage. The.i!page is of a driver ii;La.n
automobile, of a mind~ body, wJ~h humans the minds who manage th~ ot:lle~agerkS:s an~ often recalcitrant world. The Gaia
view is of a world that can manage itself, and has done so for several
billion years.
Well, all that is philosophically interesting. But let's face the facts.
H\lil1ans now control 40 percent of the planet's land-based P-rimar.y:~ucti~ity; rh~r the.ba·;i~plant-g~~wtlithlli~s the energy_ on whTctfeverything else depends (Vitousek et al. 1986). The whole
point of th.e worry that we have reached ':the end of nature" is that
humans have affected everything; there is no pristine nature anymore.
Those effects are, the would-be managers worry, more often than not
detrimental.
Robert Goodland, in a study for
tbat T)percent of the Earth's land now has
the Work Bank,
now become degraded (1992). Surely our only option is to intervene
mo;;~telligently-to manage the planet.
Now certainly no one wishes to OPQQ_s~mor.e.intelligent interventio~..and...we have everywhere in our argument advocated culture in
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harmony with nature, both remaking landscapes and fitting in, relatively, with the natural givens. We want a sustainable society, with its
health and integrity, superposed on a natural world, also withlts
health <!nd integri . But w~ are not so sure that managil1g_the_r~c~lci11:~1'H'I
anet is the aptp~~I}l, besides which all the ()therideologies
are backward romanticisms. Why not, for instance, think of ou~selves
as authors who are w~iting the next chapters, or r<';sidtnts who are
leaming the logic of our home community; or of II1;ral o~~~ee~~ who
are trying to optimize both the cultural and the natural values onthe
planet? Is our only relationship to nature one ofengineering it fon:he
'-~e~ter? Perhaps what is as much to be managed is thi~-ear~
managerial mentality that has caused the environmental crisis in the
~--~ce.

/

I'enl!IJ:imately, management is a good thing; but, ultimately management is no more appropriate for Earth than for people, because it
only sees means not ends. The scientific managers still have the value
questions on their hands. On planetary scales, and even on continental and regional scales, it is not so clear that we really do want to man~ge the environment; rat~I.__Fe want to manage human uses ~f the
environment so that they are congenial to letting the planet go on
managing itself. We do say of an Iowa farmer who plows and plants
his fields that he is managing his land, but when the sun shines and the
rains fall, and the seed grows in the ear, the farmer is fitting his operations in with what is going on over his head and outside his managing hands. We do not just conserve natural value by managing it; we
manage ourselves to let natural values continue to flow.
Managers do not really dwell in an environment; they only have
resources, something like the way in which bosses, as such, do not
have friends, only subordinates. E~en the most enligh~ed expl.Qiters,
qua exploiters, do not live as perso~-q:rm-11iiiilltY; they are no~ citizens of a world, only consumers of materials. They reduce their environment to resource and sink. The en\Lironment, ofcourse, must be
thismuch, but it can be much more. But proportionately as the- devel<?P_ITie!1t ethic increases, the environment is reduced to little more than
exploited resou~~rc~----. - - - - - - - - - - - Let us en · · n a read accelerated management of Ea . Keeping people well fed seems like a good thing, as oes e cure of human
diseases-butif and only if we can manage ourselyes_to_k.e_ep__popula-
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tions_witbin the capacity of their i<l!_ldscapes. We will need to manage
our soils, ~-keep irrigation syste~-s in repair, and so on. B.ut..afteLthat,
do we want more rain here and less there?_M.{:)f-e--rainforest and less
i::fe~we want to modify the climat~:-and have our weather programmed_by the meteorologists? Or by national policy? Would we
like to have more summer and lesswinter,__orthe-otherway -~~~-~nd?
M~r~-~pri~g-and less fall? L~ss \Vind? More clouds? More or fewer
islands? Mountains? Plains? Canyons? Volcanoes? We want more
l~es, agQ:~_ITrii:lh_t()! ~e oft~D ouilsf_ !-~~!!1.· But do we want more_
rivers? D_Q we want different species of fauna andJlora,- or here more
aruiJe_wer ~~h-~r~~?M~;~ bird-sTF~~~~ ~~~k~s? Bugs? We want fewer
earthquakes and hurricanes, presumably, but do we want fewer forest
~11_9~storms? Would we like to have nature less spontaneous
arul__rn_ore orderly, or more spontaneous and less_ orderly? More
divep;e_?_ Less complex? Should we leave these decisions to the planetary engineers?
·, W.e are not so sure; it is alr~dy-ar.ather congenial home planet. We
canno~~~-;.;at\lreready to hand, but~~ -can-remake-It For the supporting of agriculture, industry, culture. After that, perhaps, on the 1
larger planetary scales, it is better to build our cultures in intelligent
ha~~ony with the way the world is already built, rather than take con_:: ___ --_
~~~rebuild the planet by ourselves and for ourselves. Donald
Ludwig, Ray Hilborn, and Carl Walters say, rather provocatively, "It
is more appropriate to think of resources as managing humans than
the converse" (1993:17). We worry a little about those who would
play G_od-not that we shbuW~~ri~-t~r;eneirr-nattrreTc-ourse -for our
own go-;;-d.- But there is indeed a danger of false gods, and an over- \
weening trust in "Science, Technology, and I~dustrY'' may -result in . :~
too littkt~~st in "Mother Earth" after all.
1
If the symbol of "Mother Earth" still seems unscientific, we can us~
our alternate vocabulary: the aim of the planetary manager is to have
human genius manage the system, but thcre is already a cunsiderable
'~n-the.system. Is man the engineer in an unengineered wgrld?
•. ----The word engineer comes from the root mgenium: an innate genius,
aQ_inventive power, and hence our word ingenious, "characterized by
origin~! construction." Etym~logically again, nature ~enius(ana
hence engineer) come from the same root, gene (g)nasci, natus, to give
_ ,
clever birth. In that sense there is a'12E!e inventive and engineering
--
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po\ver in nature, which has built Earth and several billion species,
keeping the whole machinery running, with these
coming and
going, for bi!lions of years.

l

W.l:to_built the el}gi11eers, with their clever brains and hands, with
which they propose now to
pl;~·er?1Sn'r b.!!i@ 1~ple
_out of protons a mther ingenious natural achievement? Mavbe we
should rec~nsider our models. Nature is not the antithesis ;f engineenng; !(tst_i)~;prqtot)'peof ingenuity. Engineers and managers cannot know what they are doing until they know ;Iiatl:"heyare-undoing. We ought to spend adequate effort making sure wek~c;;-;-hat a
place is, especially if it is the only home planet, before we decide to
remake it int~ somethi~g else. Hands are for managing, but hands are
also for holdmg m lovmg care.

6. BALANCING GLOBAL NATURAL AND
CULTURAL VALUES

Stop reading here; ignore below

1.
national law. The first ten principles of international law are all
a

That imperative continues. The eleventh principle is novel because
it moves outside the human and national sectors to the natural history that makes human life possible. Before, people an~ nations
hardly had any duties at the global level, because they hardly had
anr powers to act for worse or better. But now thev Ao· and that is
why, during our lifetimes," protecting the natur;i1./ environment is
. becoming a new, fundq.mental principle. I:rotec:'fion of the environment, which is the last, because the most re~ent, should be the first,
because most fundamental international" ;merest. The fate of the
' Earth is more important than nation, or sovereignty, or rights, or
freedom, or democracy, or economic~, because it is foundational to
them all.
2. Emphasize global nonrival cultural and environmental values.

1
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We began with this priJKi'ple and met it again with ecosystem health
(chapter 1, sec. 9; chapter 3, sec. 6). Now we apply it at the planetary level. Viewing Earth from space, there really is no doubt that
natur{!..and culture have entwined destinies. There are two truths to
be kept ~~~;;Jem-;-culiiiit:=is:::a-radii:.aremergent from spontaneous
,...
---------nanrre;.,.a~_
forever requires the support of sp6ntaneous
ffil_ture. We c~~not be free from our environment, ()l'lly free within
· -~t. Th~ oceans, the ozone layer, the atmosphere, tn~ waters, the con-\
tinents, shorelines, islands, landscapes, the world heritage of biodi- \
versitr, the wildlife,
germ plasm !rites, the universal right to i
an environment with integrity-nqne~QLthese.--ean, from here
onw'ar.dLbe ~!!!12XQ!Tiised without de~, long-term cultural loss that
outweighs any modest, short-term gains. dn global scafes, no
natlorr;tm"t.C:Ulriire, no people really win when the whole Earth loses.
With the goalposts in the· right place, no evil comes to those who
care for the Earth. fads
If
the issue is
the Earth we do not have any foreign policy,
because Earth is not a foreign country. If a particular action affects
the Amazon, that is Brazilian domestic policy, but it is inseparable
from the domestic policies of the other eight nations whose boundaries include the Rivers Amazon. And, since the Amazon drains
nearly a quarter of all the freshwater runoff on Earth, and since the
photosynthesis in the Amazon is significant on global scales, and
since a disproportionate percentage of the Earth's biological rich\
ness is at stake there, what happens there is really domestic policy\'
for Earthlings in the United States. Voting as Earthlings is more !
I
important than
as Americans, Brazilians, or Germans.
'
4. Common natural resources are more fundamental than
national a11d private resources. The health and integrity of the global environment are not values that people or nattons should let
themselves become rivals about because they are not national or private resources. We-ne.ed to think of these as world resources that
belong to us all, even th~~linat10nsan-d person-s-!mryicgirtmately
control access to propertied natural resources. On global scales;
are afi:riost as ephemer_aLas persons. Thecommon-natural
heritage only temporarily to be appropriated as national property-, ttnder the constraint of its conservation for the good of the whole
planet. In a fundamental sense, Earth, and its richness, is something
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